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Real-Time Volume GraphicsAK Peter, 2006

	IN TRADITIONAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 3D objects are created using highlevel
	surface representations such as polygonal meshes, NURBS (nonuniform
	rational B-spline) patches, or subdivision surfaces. Using this modeling
	paradigm, visual properties of surfaces, such as color, roughness, and
	reflectance, are described by means of a shading...
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Usable Usability: Simple Steps for Making Stuff BetterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The A-to-Z guide to spotting and fixing usability problems  Frustrated by pop-ups? Forms that make you start over if you miss a field? Nonsensical error messages? You're not alone! This book helps you simply get it right the first time (or fix what's broken). Boasting a full-color interior packed with design and layout...
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IS-IS Network Design SolutionsCisco Press, 2002
The definitive IS-IS reference and design guide.

           

	
    Extensive coverage of both underlying concepts and practical applications of the IS-IS protocol 

    
	
    Detailed explanation of how the IS-IS database works and...
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Titan: Exploring an Earthlike World (Series on Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
Titan: Exploring an Earthlike World presents the most comprehensive description in book form of what is currently known about Titan, the largest satellite of the planet Saturn and arguably the most intriguing and mysterious world in the Solar System. Because of its resemblance to our own planet, Titan is often described as a frozen primitive Earth...
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Internet Routing Architectures (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2000
The industry¿s leading resource for Internet routing solutions and scenariosExplore the functions, attributes, and applications of BGP-4, the de facto interdomain routing protocol, through practical scenarios and configuration examplesLearn the contemporary Internet structure and understand how to evaluate a service provider in dealing with...
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Utilizing Information Technology Systems Across Disciplines: Advancements in the Application of Computer Science (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009


	In the information technology age coupled with computer advances, information systems have become an

	integral part of many disciplines; accordingly, business, marketing, medicine, communication, banking,

	geography, physics, chemistry, aviation, pilots, forensics, agriculture, and even traf.c lights have one

	thing in common called...
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Blender 3D 2.49 Architecture, Buildings, and SceneryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Every type of construction - such as building a house, a movie set, or a virtual set - needs a project. These projects are made of a lot of documents and technical drawings, which help in the construction of those buildings. These technical drawings and documents are just fine, but when you need to make a presentation of these projects for...
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Introduction to Linear Optimization and Extensions with MATLAB® (Operations Research Series)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Filling the need for an introductory book on linear programming that discusses the important ways to mitigate parameter uncertainty, Introduction to Linear Optimization and Extensions with MATLAB® provides a concrete and intuitive yet rigorous introduction to modern linear optimization. In addition to fundamental topics,...
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Revit Architecture 2010: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2009
Author and Revit Architecture expert Eric Wing walks you through designing, documenting, and presenting a four-story office building. The continuous tutorial begins with the Revit interface and standard conventions for placing walls, doors, and windows, then progresses through the building?s design as would happen in the real world. You?ll learn...
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Cisco IP Routing Protocols: Troubleshooting TechniquesCharles River, 2004
Cisco IP Routing Protocols: Troubleshooting Techniques is a  comprehensive reference guide for network professionals facing problems with  implementing and configuring IP routing protocols. It begins with an explanation  of troubleshooting methodologies and tools, including Cisco and TCP/IP  diagnostic commands and basic protocol...
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Good Green HomesGibbs Smith, 2003

	Green. It conjures images of a meadow in spring for some, and the color of money for others. What does "green" have to do with our homes? In essence, green building-or sustainable building-means being smart about how we use energy, water, and building materials so that we can live well without needlessly damaging the environment....
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Network Mergers and Migrations: Junos Design and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book provides a complete reference to network mergers and migrations using the Junos operating system


	Network Mergers and Migrations provides readers with a comprehensive guide for network migration activities by detailing a variety of internetworking case studies. Both enterprise and service provider scenarios...
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